MATHS
Reading and writing 3 and 4-digit
numbers and knowing what each digit
represents; comparing 3 and 4-digit
numbers using < and > and placing on a
number line; adding 2-digit numbers
mentally; subtracting 2-digit and 3-digit
numbers. Learning/revising × and ÷ facts
for x3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and identifying
patterns; multiplying multiples of 10 by
single-digit numbers; multiplying 2-digit
numbers by single-digit numbers; finding
fractions of amounts; telling and writing
the time to the minute on analogue and
digital clocks; calculating time intervals;
measuring in metres, centimetres and
millimetres; converting between different
units; Adding two 3-digit numbers using
column addition; Rounding numbers to
the nearest 10, 100 and 1000.
HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY
Key events of 1960s;
Famous people: Neil Armstrong;
Life in the 1960s;
Local area study –Monkton Park;
Local landmarks –Monkton House;
Local Map studies;
Local census studies.
FRENCH
Greetings
Numbers to 20
Songs
Where is French spoken in the world?

SCIENCE

Rocks
Name, describe and know how different rocks and
soils are formed.
States of Matter
Compare/group materials into: solids, liquids or gases.
Observe changing states (heating, cooking, cooling).
Measure or research the temperature at which this
happens in °C. Identify evaporation and
condensation in the water cycle and associate the
rate of evaporation with temperature.
Develop investigative skills

WHAT ARE WE LEARNING?
TOPIC – The 1960s,
Chippenham
ART/DT
Pop Art Portraits
Water colours of Monkton Park
Christmas craft and cards.

RE
Identity and belonging
PSHE
Funtrition

MUSIC
Year 4: Violins
Year 3: Recorders
Also:
Journey into Space –Holst’s “Mars, The Bringer
of War” Exploring how Holst bases this
movement on an ostinato pattern. Create own
“Mars” piece.
Music from the 1960s

ENGLISH
Fiction
Create a prologue to introduce a Sci-Fi story;
Write own Sci-Fi story –‘The Missing 24hrs’/’The
Glowing Pebble’.
Non-Fiction
Persuasive writing linked to Monkton Park;
Non-Chronological report with local focus.
Grammar
Determiners, clauses, conjunctions, adverbs,
prepositions, tenses, nouns, verbs.
Spelling
Year 3 and 4 spelling patterns/conventions
through weekly targeted focus words.
Year 3 and 4 statutory words from the
National Curriculum list
PE
Year 4: Swimming.
REAL PE: Social/Personal: Dynamic balance
to agility; Floor movement patterns.
REAL Gym
Invasion games: Tag rugby (Up & Under
coach)

COMPUTING
E-safety: Communicating/collaborating
safely online; understand how privacy settings
can be used to keep personal information
private.
Programming: Scratch skills, Create own
sprites, learn how to control them; Create our
own game to direct a rocket to the moon.

